A major shift to the retention approach for forestry can help resolve some global forest sustainability issues
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Abstract
Approximately 85% of the global forest estate is neither formally protected nor in areas dedicated to intensive wood production (e.g., plantations). Given the spatial extent of unprotected forests, finding management approaches that will sustain their multiple environmental, economic, and cultural values and prevent their conversion to other uses is imperative. The major global challenge of native forest management is further demonstrated by ongoing steep declines in forest biodiversity and carbon stocks. Here, we suggest that an essential part of such management—supplementing the protection of large reserves and sensitive areas within forest landscapes (e.g., aquatic features)—is the adoption of the retention approach in forests where logging occurs. This ecological approach to harvesting provides for permanent retention of important selected structures (e.g., trees and decayed logs) to provide for continuity of ecosystem structure, function, and species composition in the postharvest forest. The retention approach supports the integration of environmental, economic, and cultural values and is broadly applicable to tropical, temperate, and boreal forests, adaptable to different management objectives, and appropriate in different societal settings. The widespread adoption of the retention approach would be one of the most significant changes in management practice since the onset of modern high-yield forestry.

Introduction
Sustainable practices and policies based on the best science are recognized as critical to the future of humankind (Bettencourt & Kaur 2011), but there is a large gap between the rhetoric and the reality of sustainability (Fischer et al. 2007). This is particularly apparent in the world’s native and seminatural forest ecosystems that...
cover 30% of the earth’s terrestrial environment. These forests are immensely important as a primary source of ecological goods and services essential to humankind (TEEB 2010) and are worth trillions of dollars annually (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Unfortunately, many key values are threatened in these forests including forest biodiversity and forest carbon stocks, which are both declining steeply (Butchart et al. 2010; Saatchi et al. 2011). Management approaches that effectively integrate and maintain the environmental, economic, and cultural values of natural and seminatural forests (sensu FAO 2010) are clearly required and are not provided by past policies (Freer-Smith & Carnus 2008).

Historically, foresters and other natural resource managers failed to provide well-defined scientifically sound approaches to integrate the maintenance of ecosystem functions, biodiversity, wood production, and cultural values. In practice, attempts to simultaneously provide for such values, such as “multiple-use forestry,” utilized land allocations with primary use emphases, such as for intensive wood production, recreation, or wildlife habitat (reviewed by Lindenmayer & Franklin 2002). Moreover, traditional forest management assumed that wood production had primacy over other values (Puettmann et al. 2008).

We define ecologically sustainable forest management (ESFM) as forest management that perpetuates ecosystem integrity while providing wood and non-wood values; where ecosystem integrity means the maintenance of forest structural complexity, species diversity and composition, and ecological processes and functions within the bounds of normal disturbance regimes. We argue that the global challenge of developing ESFM requires diverse, multiscaled approaches (Figure 1). These include: protection of sensitive areas within managed landscapes, such as riparian zones (Clinton 2011) and cultural sites (Bhagwat & Rutte 2006); restoration of appropriate forest and landscape conditions (Lamb 2011); and maintenance of key ecological processes (e.g., fire regimes) (Figure 1).

In this article, we argue that truly sustainable forest management practices require a shift from traditional logging practices (such as those based on clear-cutting as well as the recurrent application of selection systems) to the much wider use of the retention approach to forest harvesting. Traditional practices can have major negative impacts on ecological and cultural goals, such as by structurally and functionally simplifying forests. In retention harvesting, significant elements of the original forest (e.g., structures, organisms, and patches) are retained permanently when the forest is logged to enrich the postharvest forest in the long term. The retention approach has intensively been tested and more than two decades of scientific study demonstrate its potential for application in the vast majority of the world’s tropical, temperate, and boreal forests where logging takes place, regardless of markedly different disturbance regimes, biotic communities, and ownerships.

We contend that it is critical to change policies and practices to incorporate the retention approach as part of a multiscaled strategy for ESFM. The adoption of the retention approach within forests that are logged is important for: (1) maintaining multiple forest values and societal expectations of the global forest estate and (2) generating economic benefits for governments, private landowners, and trust managers. Realizing these multiple benefits is essential to prevent conversion of millions of hectares of forest annually (FAO 2010; Supplementary Information S3) to such other uses as tree plantations, agriculture (e.g., Oil Palm *Elaeis guineensis* cultivation), and built environments, with corresponding losses of biodiversity and ecosystem services (Putz et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2010). We argue that widespread adoption of retention harvesting is essential to enable balanced consideration of ecological, economic, and cultural values of forests and to provide a blueprint for ESFM (see Figure 1).

The critical need for ecologically sustainable forest management and the retention approach

ESFM (with retention harvesting as a key element of an array of multiscaled approaches) is critical because approximately 85% of the global forest estate is neither formally protected nor dedicated to intensive wood production (e.g., plantations); nor is most of it likely to be committed to either of these objectives. Indeed, 2 billion hectares, or 55%, of the global forest estate is currently (and will continue to be) managed for multiple environmental, economic, and cultural values (FAO 2010). Finding ways to sustain these forests is imperative given their great extent and the array of critical goods and services that they provide to human society (Edwards et al. 2010). Partitioning them into either protected areas or plantations will often not be a realistic land use option.

Protected areas cover 11% of the world’s forest area (Table S2) and they are managed primarily to conserve biodiversity and some key ecosystem processes. They are important, but protected areas alone will not support viable and well-distributed populations of many forest-dependent species (Mascia & Pailler 2011). In addition,
We list some management approaches (e.g., the protection of sensitive areas) that can be used to achieve environmental, economic, and cultural objectives in forests under ESFM. Of these, the retention approach is the focus of this article and one of a number of key strategies to be applied in attempts to achieve ESFM.

**Figure 1** The global forest estate (% of area) based on dominant management paradigms: reservation, intensive wood production, and ESFM.

Protected area status may not always slow the rates of deforestation or losses of forest cover (Porter-Bolland et al. 2012). Finally—and importantly—the majority of the global forest estate is owned by individuals, trusts, and governments who require some kind of financial return; strict preservation of these forests will be limited.

Intensive wood production areas, exemplified by plantations (defined in Supplementary Information S1), are managed primarily for high financial returns from efficient production of wood (e.g., “industrial roundwood”; Bauhus et al. 2010). While these areas contribute disproportionately to global wood supply (FAO 2010), many important environmental and social values are marginalized (Cao 2008).

Together, protected areas and areas dedicated to plantations for intensive timber production currently comprise ~15% of global forests (Figure 2; Supplementary Information S2) (FAO 2010). This is unlikely to increase to more than a quarter of the total global forest area because of social factors (including land ownership) and economic factors (Schmitt et al. 2009; Bauhus et al. 2010). This leaves the vast majority of the world’s forests in areas where the forests will either be managed for multiple values, converted to other uses, or abandoned. In the remainder of this article, we outline how management using retention harvesting and other ecologically based approaches can allow native and seminatural forests to be managed simultaneously for environmental, economic, and cultural values.

**The retention approach**

We define the retention approach as:

*An approach to forest management based on the long-term retention of structures and organisms, such as live and dead trees and small areas of intact forest, at the time of harvest.*

These structures and organisms are not removed in future forest management operations and hence undergo natural processes of growth and decay. The aim is to achieve a significant level of continuity in forest structure, composition, and complexity that promotes maintenance of biodiversity and ecological functions at different spatial scales. Approaches and levels of retention, which take account of natural disturbance dynamics, differ depending on local scales but the practice is appropriate for all types of silvicultural systems and forests.

A key aspect of the above definition is the emphasis on long-term retention of structures or small forest patches, which distinguishes the retention approach from conventional, uneven-aged selection management or even-aged
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Figure 2

Map of the world’s major forests with pie charts representing proportions of the regional forest area of reserves, intensively managed wood production forests (primarily plantations; defined in Supporting Information S1) and forests with potential for ESFM. The latter correspond to the area where the retention approach is needed as one of a suite of approaches for ESFM. Based on data in Saatchi et al. (2011).

shelterwood and seed tree systems (sensu Helms 1998); these silvicultural approaches ultimately remove trees retained during initial harvesting operations during subsequent stand entries. A second key element distinguishing the retention approach from essentially all other traditional forest harvesting is that there is as much or more emphasis on what is retained as opposed to what is removed during harvesting (Franklin et al. 1997).

The retention approach is based on a large and rapidly expanding body of scientific evidence gathered over two decades (Figure 3). A web search on August 30, 2011 revealed ~1,360 peer-reviewed articles on retention harvesting from around the world (see Supplementary Information S4). Our search spanned temperate and boreal environments and expanded upon the extensive reviews by Rosenvald & Löhmus (2008) and Gustafsson et al. (2010). We extended our search to include reduced-impact logging (RIL) and selective logging studies in tropical regions in which long-term retention of forest structural attributes was a key part of the research (e.g., biodiversity conservation (Elzt et al. 2003) and maintenance of key ecosystem functions (Putz et al. 2008)). Indeed, there are examples of long-term retention of key stand components within RIL systems in managed tropical forests on different continents (Sheil et al. 2010).

More than 470 studies examined relationships between retention levels and biodiversity (Supplementary Information S4). This research has underscored the value of the retention approach in promoting the conservation of biotic groups ranging from mammals and birds (e.g., Vanderwel et al. 2007; Lindenmayer et al. 2010) through understorey and other plant species (Baker & Read 2011) to invertebrates, soil biota, and mycorrhizal fungi (Martikainen et al. 2006; Outerbridge & Trofymow 2009). Much research has also highlighted those management approaches most effective in the long-term maintenance of key-retained structures such as large and old trees (Gibbons et al. 2010). The ability of retention harvesting to produce economically viable timber yields has been demonstrated in many studies, although yields are sometimes reduced in some cases (Nyvold et al. 2005), but equivalent to those from conventional but more environmentally damaging logging systems in other cases (e.g., Holmes et al. 2002, Jakobsson and Ellving 2004; see Figure 3).

Retention harvesting has been shown to have higher levels of social acceptability than traditional harvesting methods (Ribe 2005; Putz et al. 2008). This may result in an increased social licence to harvest timber because the increased ecological and biodiversity benefits outweigh the additional costs of, and/or reductions in, timber yields. However, such a social licence should not be used as a justification for logging of high conservation value forests or previously unlogged forests, nor undermine the case for strict protection of areas that support highly disturbance-sensitive species or key ecological
Figure 3  Locations of major studies of the retention approach in temperate and boreal regions (red dots) and tropical ecosystems (green dots) where biodiversity conservation and the maintenance of key ecosystem processes are part of long-term retention within RIL and selection logging operations.
processes (see the section below on caveats and knowledge gaps).

**Entities targeted for retention**

Common elements of preharvest forests targeted for long-term retention include individual structures (such as large living or dead trees, cavity trees, and logs) (Rosenvald & Löhmus 2008), organisms (e.g., particular plant species), and small (typically 0.1–1 hectare) intact forest areas incorporating undisturbed ground-cover vegetation and forest floors (Figure 3).

Scientific knowledge of the biological legacies (sensu Franklin et al. 2000) created by natural disturbances provides a guide for the types, quantities, and spatial distribution of structures and organisms appropriate for retention. Using natural disturbance regimes as a model for human-induced disturbances, such as timber harvesting, dates back more than a century (e.g., Gayer 1886). The underlying premise is that species are likely to be adapted to disturbance regimes with which they evolved, but not necessarily to novel disturbances. Relating this premise to retention harvesting, understanding the types, numbers, and spatial patterns of living and dead trees and microhabitats that remain after natural disturbances, such as wildfires or windstorms, can help guide selection of legacies for retention to better conserve biodiversity and maintain key ecological processes following timber harvesting (Franklin et al. 2000). Hence, when retention harvesting is applied on-the-ground, it can be designed to broadly reflect the variability in natural disturbance regimes.

**Broad goals of the retention approach**

The retention approach has three primary goals. These are: (1) providing for continuity of structure, function, and composition between the generations (preharvest and postharvest) of forest ecosystems; (2) structurally and functionally enriching forest ecosystems that develop following harvesting; and (3) facilitating landscape connectivity, including the movement of disturbance-sensitive biota (Franklin et al. 1997). Details of retention harvesting prescriptions will vary among forest ecosystems (Figure 3) reflecting their natural histories, including their disturbance dynamics, stand composition and condition, and landscape context. Other important variables include specific management objectives and integration of retention with other ecologically oriented management approaches, such as riparian protection (Figure 1; Clinton 2011).

The retention approach can readily be integrated with all current forms of silviculture including single tree and group selection, RIL, and even-aged systems such as shelterwood, seed-tree, and clear-cutting. The retention approach can also be applied in other management practices within established stands, such as thinning (Roccaforte et al. 2010). The retention approach provides distinct opportunities for the establishment of regeneration including regeneration of shade-tolerant plant species (Baker & Read 2011).

**Caveats and knowledge gaps associated with the application of the retention approach**

We argue that any kind of timber harvesting—including the retention approach—may be inappropriate within areas of high conservation value forest (Figure 1), which may require strict protection from human disturbances (Gibson et al. 2011). Hence, we do not advocate the retention approach as a justification for entering previously unlogged native forest. Indeed, we
encourage all forest stakeholders to acknowledge the essential role of large protected areas in maintaining biota and ecosystem processes that cannot otherwise be adequately conserved within forests managed for multiple purposes. Examples include disturbance-sensitive taxa (Schneider et al. 2010) and keystone ecological processes, such as infrequent but high-severity fire regimes (Lindenmayer et al. 2011). Large protected areas also provide “natural controls” for use in assessing the impacts of forest management practices (see Gibson et al. 2011).

Although the retention approach has been widely applied, we readily acknowledge that important knowledge gaps remain. For example, more work is required to better quantify the most appropriate spatial scales at which the retention approach should be applied, including quantification of the kinds of landscapes where it will be most effective (e.g., those with high versus low levels of unlogged forest cover). In addition, more work is needed on the costs and benefits of the retention approach relative to other kinds of strategies such as the land sparing approach (sensu Green et al. 2005; see below). This would entail contrasting levels of biodiversity and the integrity of ecosystem processes in extensive areas subject to retention harvesting versus landscape mosaics (sensu Bennett et al. 2006) composed of mixtures of intensively logged and unlogged forest. This work is important because, for a given level of timber yield, widespread application of the retention approach may require more areas to be logged than when some places are intensively logged and others are strictly protected. This may, in turn, have the potential to negatively affect some key ecological processes and some elements of the biota (Franklin & Forman 1987).

**Land sharing versus land sparing**

The retention approach is consistent with a land-sharing approach to land management where production and environmental goals such as biodiversity conservation are integrated in the same location (Green et al. 2005). Land sparing is the alternative model where intensive forest management to produce high yields is adopted in some areas as offsets for increased areas dedicated to conservation (Fischer et al. 2008). Essentially, land sparing is a continuation of traditional land-allocation approaches in which areas are committed to primary land uses, such as intensive production (e.g., plantations) versus biodiversity conservation (e.g., large ecological reserves). However, recent proposals for land sparing are novel in that they call for integration of intensification and reservation through better governance and regulation (Phalan et al. 2011; Lindenmayer et al. 2012).

The relative merits of land sparing versus land sharing have extensively been debated, particularly in agricultural landscapes (e.g., Fischer et al. 2008; Phalan et al. 2011). Such debates also have a long history in forestry (e.g., Gladstone & Ledig 1990) with some authors arguing that shifts to intensive wood production (e.g., tree plantations) in some areas could create opportunities for an expanded forest reserve system elsewhere (Paquette & Messier 2010). We also note that elements of both approaches may be appropriate within a region, for example, through zoning for forest management (e.g., Côté et al. 2010). Indeed, all land-sharing approaches require sparing at some level, and hence scale issues are important.

Several important factors need to be considered in decisions about land sparing versus land sharing. For example, those arguing against land sparing suggest that: (1) although offsets are possible in theory, the offsets usually are not made in practice—i.e., no additional lands are conserved (Ewers et al. 2009); and (2) key ecosystem processes, such as those that sustain productivity, can be compromised by intensive cropping of lands. Conversely, those arguing against land sharing contend that integrated approaches compromise both conservation and production goals, and reduced commodity production in land-spared landscapes can drive intensification in other landscapes.

We suggest that evaluations of the potential of the retention approach within a land sharing versus land sparing framework should be guided by: (1) management objectives; (2) the qualities of the forests proposed for intensive management and conservation; (3) the extent, representativeness, and distribution of the current system of protected areas; (4) the array of species of management concern and their mobility, distribution, and other attributes (e.g., see Ranius & Roberge 2011); and (5) the relationships between conservation values (where they can be calculated) and economic revenues (Green et al. 2005).

Decisions about the merits of land sparing versus land sharing should also depend upon the landscape context and scale and ultimately guided by an assessment of the relative costs of production versus environmental risks and benefits at multiple (local, landscape, national, and global) spatial scales. Finally, we note that most land sparing/land sharing debates in the tropical regions have focused mainly on forest conversion to agricultural land. However, the focus of our arguments in this article are on the merits of the retention approach in maintaining multiple environmental, economic, and cultural values relative to conventional harvesting systems, such as clear-cutting or selective logging, in more or less permanently forested landscapes.
A global shift to the retention approach

Standards, principles, and criteria for ESFM have been proposed in numerous initiatives over the past two decades. Examples (among many) include the Montreal, Tarapoto, and MCPFE processes (McDermott et al. 2010). Similarly, numerous protocols and standards within various certification schemes have been created to guide sustainable management of native forests (e.g., Wintle & Lindenmayer 2008), including their interactions with initiatives such as REDD (Merger et al. 2011).

Although these initiatives are important, we suggest that wider adoption of the retention approach in such initiatives and certification criteria would be a key policy change that would improve the ecologically sustainable management of forests. As outlined above, we do not advocate logging (including retention harvesting) in previously unharvested natural forests or in high conservation forests. Where logging is occurring in multiple use forest, we recommend wider adoption of the retention approach by governments, resource management agencies, and by private forest owners. For example, increased adoption of the general principles underpinning the retention approach, particularly long-term maintenance of key stand structures, would greatly improve RIL practices in tropical forests as already evidenced in some tropical regions of the world (Eltz et al. 2003; Ezzine de Blas & Perez 2008; Blaser et al. 2011).

A major challenge to wide adoption of retention harvesting is that many stakeholders are currently unaware of this approach or may incorrectly believe that it is not relevant to their forest type or silvicultural system. In addition, many private forest owners seek compensation for the retention of merchantable trees for a public good. Greater efforts are required to broaden recognition of major strengths of the retention approach including its strong scientific underpinnings, suitability in most biogeographical contexts, adaptability to different arrays of management objectives, appropriateness in different societal settings, applicability to a broad array of ownerships (from private to national), and relevance to forest certification schemes.

We recognize that changes in policies, laws, regulations, and prescriptions will be required in some jurisdictions to allow (and to foster) implementation of the retention approach. For example, in Quebec and in parts of Russia, it is currently illegal to leave trees on logged sites. In British Columbia, it was necessary to pass new legislation recognizing the retention silvicultural system before the government would issue timber harvesting permits that used the new terminology (Beese et al. 2003). Policies that instigate and sustain robust monitoring and supportive research are another important step that governments need to take.

In some places, monitoring and research have shown that retention levels need to be significantly increased to meet ecological goals, such as perpetuation of mature trees (Eltz et al. 2003; Gibbons et al. 2010; Gustafsson et al. 2010), or the conservation of disturbance-sensitive species (Work et al. 2010). In other areas, monitoring has highlighted a need for strengthened prescriptions to reduce damage to retained vegetation (Sist et al. 2003), promote regeneration of key plant species, or better protect rare species (Schulze et al. 2008).

Key stakeholders need to be aware that good governance (including effective regulation) is another essential prerequisite for the successful long-term application of the retention approach and, in turn, ESFM (Cundill & Fabricius 2010). Important drivers who encourage managers to conform to established principles of sustainable forest management have included public pressure, government regulation, and requirements for forest certification (McDermott et al. 2010).

Conclusions

The immense, multifaceted environmental, economic, and cultural values provided by forests led the UN Forest Forum to adopt Four Global Objectives, including: "enhancing forest-based economic, social, and environmental benefits: [and] increasing significantly the area of protected forests, and other areas of sustainably managed forests worldwide" (ECOSOC 2006). We assert that implementation of policies that encourage adoption and use of the retention approach would contribute significantly to meeting these objectives, as well as those of other international initiatives like the Convention on Biological Diversity for which integrated management of natural resources is critical (Smith & Maltby 2003). We suggest that a global shift to the retention approach is particularly critical to provide financial incentives that can reduce the current scale of forest conversion—~14 million hectares annually (FAO 2010) (Supplementary Information S3)—to other land uses like agriculture (Smith et al. 2010). We contend that this would greatly improve the conservation of biodiversity and maintenance of key ecosystem processes in forests that are not in formally protected areas and that comprise by far the bulk of the forest estate worldwide (Figures 1 and 2; Tables S1 and S2). Global adoption of the retention approach in implementing sustainable forest management is critical to balancing the ecological, social, and economic values of forests; it would represent one of the most significant changes in forestry
practice since the onset of modern high-yield forestry in the mid-20th century.
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